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Thousands of North Koreans participate in the ‘Arirang’ mass games — timed to mark this Satur-
day’s 60th anniversary of the end of the Korean War — in Pyongyang on Monday. 

Arrow to Washington, NYC, 1995
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XXI century - the age of glorification of mass ideology. Each of us inevitable 
faces this ideology in everyday life, without even realizing this fact. Starting 
from psychology of every individual and finishing with the development of the 
cities, everything is governed by the laws of “mass” paradigm. Definitely, we 
live in the world, which is shaped by this paradigm. But what lies behind the 
essence of it? Can we still define ourselves as individuals, or we’ve just turned 
into mass product of the XXI? Are we aware of our individual involvement in 
the creation of this world or we just blindly follow someone’s scenario?
Through the chain of interaction of different aspects and systems, “POST 
MASS” offers to look at the existing reality from a different angle. Extracting 
the individual from the global context, by means of definition of his authentic 
identity, this work proposes an alternative vision of the world, where individual 
becomes the key element of its creation.
“POST MASS” is a fiction based on true events.      
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FACTS ARE THE 
ENEMY OF THE TRUTH
Miguel de Cervantes
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LAYERS AND BARRIERS OF LIFE
What is life itself? Let’s say that “life” is the endless process, which includes 
each aspect of what is happening right now. Eating, breathing, acting, thinking, 
designing, sleeping, feeling – everything is life.  Every object what we produce 
is also part of life. No matter, if it is something abstract or something specific. 
Everything interacts with each other. We are all one.
So life itself is something unchangeable and at the same time very flexible. As a 
small stream, life flows through variety of different barriers and layers; accord-
ing barriers life takes different forms and different directions, but it never stops. 
Even death is a required part of the life flow. In fact, the riverbed of life consists 
of numerous barriers and layers, which become the product of human’s desires. 
Initially human’s desire has dual meaning. One is aimed at destruction, such as 
desire to dominate, to control, to kill, to conquest, to be out of balance; another 
is aimed at creation: desire to live, to create, to understand, to improve, to help 
and finally to keep the balance with the being. In fact we got two definitions of 
desires, from one hand desires, which produce barriers of life, from other hand 
desires, which produce layers of life.  
What the difference between barriers and layers? Producing barriers we slow 
down the stream of life, producing layers, we improve that stream. The barrier 
separates what was already existed, what we have right now and what we will 
have in the future. Consequently whole chain of life loses its integrity. Layers 
are in turn go one by one, they remember everything, keeping the integrity of 
the whole life. Every new layer is born as a consequence of previous one.
From ancient time the idea of conquest of nature strongly rooted in people’s 
heads. During centuries the desire to conquest was main driving force of “hu-
man” civilization. The prosperity of these civilizations was occurred due to 
destruction of natural resources. Blind feeling of superiority, possession and 
acquisitiveness forced people to dominate over the nature, territories and peo-
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ple. Man – king of nature, sounds very powerful and at the same time very sad. 
How is it possible to conquest that, which give you everything to live? Sounds 
crazy, no? Unfortunately this still idea works nowadays.   
Originally the idea of the conquest takes its roots from the imperial projects. 
Starting from Roman Empire and finishing with Empire of Capital. All of these 
empires were guided by the idea of conquering. It is obvious that the main aim 
of the imperial projects is to expand its borders, that is, the conquest of some-
thing or somebody. In other case, the existence of these projects wouldn’t be 
possible. The conquest of nature, indeed, any conquest entails the imbalance 
and conflict; no matter, we are talking about relationship with nature or people. 
Conflict it is the main driving force of the imperial projects. In simple words it 
is nutrition to growth. Producing conflicts, any empire expands its borders in 
all senses: increasing its population, territories or amount of technical inven-
tions and etc. Every conflict must be addressed immediately.Exactly from that 
moment starts the manipulation of masses – another important component of 
imperial project.
 Generally conflict  itself is a tool of subordination.  It works as simple program, 
which is due to the needs of any ideology of the imperial project. The main aim 
of this program is to involve individuals into artificially created conflict and 
afterwards enclose them into “mass”. The specific psychological terms of the 
conflict contributes a feeling of individual or inner duality; on the one hand, 
individual vision of the world, and on the other hand vision of “mass” ideology 
(imperial project). And here we are on the hook! To get rid of feeling of the 
duality imperial program propose its own method of “healing”, just simple exe-
cution of some requirements and you are “free”. Free from your own individu-
ality. Sooner or later such healing leads to unconscious identification with mass 
society. Authentic identity plunges down somewhere into depth and artificial 
mass-identity comes to the surface. Thus, we, humans, have evolved for many 
centuries; more precisely the evolution has happened only with the idea, but 
not with individual consciousness. 
Therefore, imperial projects have expanded their borders for many centuries, 
through the unconsciousness of individuals. Empire after empire, template af-
ter template and finally collapse after collapse. 
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Layers and barriers of life, 2015
by author 
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Economic Totality, 2015
by author 
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“Who controls the food supply controls the people; who 
controls the energy can control whole continents; who 
controls money can control the world.” 
Henry Kissinger, 1973
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IMPERIAL PROJECT - GLOBAL ECONOMY
Industrial revolution, the invention of fashionable concept of globalization, 
enormous growth of global economy, all the technological inventions, urban-
ization, mass media, mass production and finally mass society cannot be un-
derstood without coming to terms with the long history of capitalism—a pro-
cess that has arguably unfolded over more than half a millennium. 
Over the course of history, the economic expansion was the fundamental tool 
to keep any imperial ideology alive. Basically, capitalism as economical system 
takes its roots in ancient times. It would be wrong to say that the meaning of 
ancient capitalism had the same character as we see it nowadays. In that time, 
the term “capitalism” as such didn’t exist, but the instinct form of human supe-
riority has given the first seed to develop and characterize this ideology during 
many ages till nowadays. Curiously enough capitalism as an economical ab-
straction owes its existence to the colonialism. The “endless(selfish) expansion”, 
probably it’s the main combination of words which can characterize both ide-
ologies in a clear way. It is important to note that the capitalism as an ideology 
can’t exist and develop itself without permanent expansion of its domination 
over the new territories and nations. The more exploiting territories, the more 
people, the more resources, the more profit. That simple scheme contains a lot 
of omissions and unspoken themes. One of the main theme is a slavery, the 
basement of the capitalism. 
Starting from military colonialism, all the imperial projects have been pursuing 
the economic self-interest primarily based on slave labor. In ancient world slav-
ery was an integral aspect of Roman society that contributed to the success of 
the economy through trade and agriculture, which resulted in the ability to at-
tain power through the expansion. As the Roman Empire expanded they often 
captured slaves from new lands they conquered. According to some historical 
reports 40 percent of the population of Roman Empire were slaves. Slavery was 
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an economic institution of the first importance, it transformed the economy 
and was a reason for the large expansion of the ancient Roman society. In sub-
stance, this period could be characterized as an unconscious origin of capital-
ism. 
By the 17th century, capitalism has taken more identified contours by means of 
mercantile colonialism. Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, and the Americas became 
objects of conquest by European powers. France, Great Britain, Spain, Portu-
gal, The Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, and the Nordic nations systematically set 
about extending their commercial and political influences to enrich their me-
tropolises and to expand their economic influence. The desire of accumulation 
and expansion led mercantilism to the ruthless enslavement and eradication 
of numerous cultures and nations. As any imperial projects, mercantilism was 
pursued the desire of economic advantage, based on exploitation. The enslave-
ment of the new lands permitted to achieve the immediate financial gain pro-
duced by low-cost, generally forced, extraction of the raw materials by means 
of a native people. As metropolitan branch for exploitation, colonies existed 
just for the benefit of the conquerors. Colonies were not allowed to export their 
raw materials and manufacture anything for export to any other country or its 
colony besides the homeland of the conquerors. Raw materials harvested by 
enslaved locals or imported slaves should be exported to the metropole. Af-
ter imported raw materials should be turned into manufactured goods in the 
metropole factories and then sold back to the colonies at a large profit. These 
artificially created conditions were consistent with the interest of mercantilists 
and allowed them to create indisputable monopoly.
None of the conquerors of that time has achieved such economic power by 
means of slave labor, as British Empire did. The key to success was transatlantic 
slave trade, the best known as a triangular trading system. Trade routes linked 
the American Colonies, West Indies, Africa and England. Each port provided 
shippers with a payoff and new cargo. New England rum was shipped to Africa 
and traded for slaves, which were brought to the West Indies and traded for 
sugar and molasses, which went back to New England. Other raw good were 
shipped from the colonies to England, where they were swapped for cargo of 
manufactured goods. British involvement into slave trade expanded rapidly in 
response to the demand for labor to cultivate sugar in Barbados and other Brit-
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ish West Indian islands. By the 1760s, Britain was the foremost European coun-
try engaged in the slave trade. Of the 80,000 Africans were chained and trans-
ported across to the Americas each year, 42,000 were carried by British slave 
ships. Due to the British economic expansion, the transatlantic slave trade has 
created complex international markets, with ports and shipping lines, which 
became the main source of capital to finance the industrial revolution. 
As industrialization gets underway in earnest, slavery begins to go into decline 
as it becomes apparent that industrial wage labor is more profitable and socially 
agreeable. The abolishment of the slavery and the transition to the wage labor 
(slavery) have fully completed the process of capitalism formation. 
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Megalopolis XXI, 2015
by author
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URBANIZATION AS A CHILD OF ECONOMY
Widespread urbanization is a recent phenomenon. In 1900 just 15 percent of 
the world’s population lived in cities. The 20th century transformed this pic-
ture, as the pace of urban population growth accelerated very rapidly in about 
1950. Sixty years later, it is estimated that half of the world’s people lives in the 
cities. 
By the end of the 19th century, the new industrial capitalist order provoked 
rapid growth of the cities. Due to the enclosure movement, urbanization was 
a successful triumph for wealthy elite. Violent liquidation and privatization of 
the common lands forced thousands of farmers to leave their native lands to 
wealthy landowners and move into the cities, to became a part of the indus-
trial system. Cumulatively and within a few generations, the enclosure created 
a veritable army of industrial reserve labor. The mass migration of destitute 
people contributed to the immediate growth of the industries and subsequent-
ly attracted huge profits. The displaced and disenfranchised were reduced to 
working for starvation wages that they supplemented through prostitution, 
theft, and other stigmatized or illegal means. Life working in factories was a 
tough one and often a short one. Ironically the development of the new tech-
nologies and economic expansion were directly proportional to the mortality 
of the people. Slave working conditions, child exploitation, extremely low wag-
es, hunger, homelessness social dissatisfaction led to numerous insurrections 
and civil wars. 
As the working class was the main fuel for the industrial revolution and eco-
nomic expansion, capitalists should make some efforts and acts to avoid the 
monetary leakage and meet the minor’s social needs of the working class. In 
the early 19th century, the capitalist world recognized that they could no longer 
control people just by violence. They had to turn to new means of control, oth-
erwise there could be a risk to lose the economic power. The obvious ones were 
control of opinions and attitudes, by means of propaganda and mass media. 
More than one hundred years the main focus of the capitalism was to bring the 
meaning of exploitation and wage slavery to the unconscious level. With growth 
in propaganda, such as “American dream”, the people’s interest to shifted to the 
city has expanded many times. The development of various banking and credit 
systems allowed people to achieve the utopian satisfaction with their needs. The 
progress in medical knowledge has repeatedly extended their lives. Due to the 
rapid development of the technology and economy the demand for education 
and public work agencies has increased a lot. This demand occurred because 
businesses were looking for new types of technology to increase productivi-
ty and profitability, what required an educated workforce and pleasant living 
conditions for it. With time, these factors attracted more and more people. The 
city turned into utopian hub, where everyone could realize their ambitions and 
cherished their dreams. To gain the profit, everything was aimed to respond to 
the needs and desires of the working class. Urban planners and engineers were 
proposing new city plans, which should become the heaven for working class; 
sociologists developed new ways of living in the society, politicians were intro-
ducing the freedom of speech and democracy. However, metropolis proposed 
a kind of satisfaction or personal freedom for individuals. But, the problem 
was that this kind of freedom could exist only in borders of capitalist system, 
ironically freedom was interrelated with the dependence to this system. If indi-
vidual settle his debt to the capitalist system systematically, the achievement of, 
let’s say, false freedom could be possible. Thus, “free dependence” contributed 
to the centralizing the world’s population in the cities, which became an ideal 
economic hub for a long time. 
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Board of Trade II, Chicago, 1999 
Andreas Gursky
Economy-City-Problem-Solution, 2015
by author
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CITY NOWADAYS IS A PRODUCT OF PROBLEMS
Try to imagine megalopolis as the huge monster devouring thousands of prob-
lems every second. During the processes of digestion problems turn into solu-
tions. Sooner or later solutions will exhaust themselves, by that time new por-
tion of problems will be ready for the next absorption.
Once an area is industrialized, the process of urbanization continues for a much 
longer period as the area goes through several phases of economic, ecologic, 
psychological and social reforms. 
If we consider the industrial revolution as a great solution for economic expan-
sion, then urbanization, the process which contributed to industrial revolution, 
it is a chain of unlimited problems in the whole world during the last hun-
dred years. Social disintegration, mental diseases, stress, crime, loss of identity, 
housing crises, air and water pollution, slums, sanitation, low quality food, mi-
gration, bad ecology and this is only a small part of the problems which keep 
the megalopolis still alive. Since the industrial revolution these problems have 
been subjected to different solutions many times, during long time they have 
been taken different shapes and forms, but most of them remain unsolved. The 
ability to gain profit from these problems keeps them afloat. Simply put, the city 
of nowadays performs as an economic hub for processing numerous problems, 
where millions of individuals referred to as “mass society” are used to search 
solutions for problems. All the solutions are accompanied by economic growth 
and technological inventions. As the economic expansion and technological 
progress do not stand still, sooner or later all the solutions exhaust itself and 
new problems will appear. After the appearance of new problem, the economic 
hub will find new profitable solution and so on, problem after solution, solu-
tion after problem. It is not coincidental that the problem always completes 
this cycle, it happens because solutions firstly have profitable economic mean-
ing. Due permanent expansion of the economy, solutions should be disposable, 
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otherwise they won’t be profitable. Generally disposable solutions don’t change 
the underlying problems, furthermore they contribute to the emergence of the 
new problems. If economic expansion could be characterized by the growth of 
technology, we can consider the development of technology as a solution for 
the for the economic expansion, but at the same it is a problem for ecology; the 
disposable solution for this problem is the green economy or sustainable de-
velopment, which is directly related with the so called “green” capitalism. As a 
disposable solution, green economy will be profitable till the appearance of new 
problem, that will be closely related with the absorption of natural resources 
due the production of alternative technologies and so on. This is just the small-
est part of the cost-effective chain called “problem-solution”, where problem 
produces a solution and solution in its turn produces a problem. While we have 
a solution, we will have a problem.  
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Untitled #9 (NYC), 1990-1996
Spencer Tunick
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HOSTAGES OF THE CITY
“But when the State loses the bludgeon, when you can’t control people by force 
and when the voice of the people can be heard, you have this problem. It may 
make people so curious and so arrogant that they don’t have the humility to 
submit to a civil rule and therefore you have to control what people think.” 
(Manufacturing consent : Noam Chomsky and The Media)
Mass production, mass society, mass consciousness, mass culture, mass psy-
chology, mass media, mass consumption, mass market, mass selection and fi-
nally mass manipulation. There is no doubt, that the “mass” paradigm can eas-
ily characterize the capitalist world we are living right now. In recent decades, 
the expansion of the “mass” ideology have affected all the aspects of human be-
ing. If urbanization changed the image of the physical spaces, such as cities and 
landscapes, and transformed them beyond the recognition, then “mass” ideol-
ogy transformed the mental space of every individual. But what is “mass” itself? 
What substantive objectives does mass ideology pursues? Does the meaning 
of individual, as an independent unit, still exist nowadays? Can we still define 
ourselves as the keepers of the city or we just became its hostages? 
Due the rise of the media industry and the social changes created by industri-
alization and urbanization, the paradigm of mass society was gaining strength 
rapidly. The elite domination over the media industry clearly understood that 
the manipulation of the news and the flows of information, by means of im-
posing its own agenda and deliberately diverting from other material, could be 
a perfect psychological tool of “mass” subordination. Simulation of the “mass” 
world, by means of mass propaganda, should be consistent with the main com-
mandments of capitalism: production, consumption and finally reproduction. 
Starting from the model of living and ending with the choice of the food, ev-
erything should be predetermined in benefit of the profit. To achieve that, the 
main objectives of capitalism was to rid individuals from their own dignity and 
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identity, definitively identified them with the “mass”. From the birth individual 
was placed into artificially created environment, which looked more like ur-
banized technological frame than the city; growing up, his mind was molded, 
his taste was formed by different educational institutes and “mass” propagan-
da; passed the line of adolescence, he was ready to make his first unconscious 
choice to become a part of capitalist system.   
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Sagrada Familia as a hostage of urbanization, 2015
by author
Fuck you I’am famous, 2015
by author
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IN TERMS OF LOSING THE IDENTITY
As “mass” paradigm gradually absorbs minds of individuals depriving them of 
their identity, the urbanization absorbs the cities, which had been the result of 
human labor and culture during thousands of years.  
If the “mass” paradigm is the psychological tool of capitalism, then urbaniza-
tion could be characterized as the material tool to control this “mass”. Suppose 
the mass society is one side of the coin, then urbanization is another side, the 
coin itself is capitalism ideology. It is not by chance that the main concepts 
of urbanization have the same basis as capitalism: an endless and continuous 
expansion. The essences of urbanization consist both in the destruction of any 
limits that prevent the infinite expansion and self-production, and in the cre-
ation of an ideal mechanism of total control over the individuals, guaranteeing 
the infinity of this process. Everything and everybody should be equal in con-
stantly expanding technological frame for the benefit of the economy. The dif-
ference between public and private, political and economic space are erased in 
the name of total appearance of the city, as an endless space without any limits. 
Within total urbanization, technological progress and manipulation of individ-
uals becomes the synonymous, when it comes to economic growth urbaniza-
tion constructively links the wish to improve lives of mass society in urbanized 
areas, with the possibility of creating fertile soil for endless reproduction of 
labor force and control over it.    
As urbanization took up the cities, the genuine identity of the cities was re-
placed by the identity of capitalism. From now on every city should corre-
spond to the main requirements of the capitalism: production, consumption 
and reproduction. Within the framework of capitalism ideology, urbanization 
transformed cities into self-reproduction manufactories, where everything was 
aimed for endless production of new things just for the sake of their novelty. 
This creation, became the main aim – simulation of production through con-
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sumption of new one. 
Nowadays we celebrate the total triumph of economy over political, individual 
and social. Individual is no longer clamped within the historical concept of the 
city and its identity, he can live in the total endless space, which is subjected to 
permanent expansion according to the technological and economic productiv-
ity. The modern city became a shopping mall, where Non-valued pluralism and 
diversity- properties, that combine space, makes urbanization an ideal base-
ment for voluntary dependence of masses from false democracy imposed by 
market.
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The Birth of Venus, 1484
Sandro Botticelli
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Dey Street (NYC), 1978
Thomas Struth 
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IN SEARCH OF HUMAN SCALE
In the ordinary understanding of the world the term “human scale” is mostly 
associated with the physical elements that match the size and proportion of 
the human body. Beyond the ordinary understating the human scale of any 
environment could be defined by the psychological state of its community. For 
determining any scale it’s necessary to define the reference point. Without any 
ratio, the meaning of the scale is irrelevant. So, if the individual is the main 
point of reference for  human scale, then we cannot consider the human scale 
only as the ratio between human body and physical forms. The term “individu-
al” (from Latin individuum – indivisible) is closely related with the meanings of 
human body, personality, individuality, subjectivity, identity and etc. Individual 
is the indivisible set of the unique personal biological, physical, psychological 
and spiritual qualities. That means that the interconnection between individual 
and human scale has not only physical character but also psychological. Nat-
urally individuals strive to create forms and spaces which will be comfortable 
and pleasant for their physical and mental interaction with them. Subsequently 
created forms and space, which have been a result of the psychological state of 
individuals, will affect behavior and emotional state of these individuals.  
If the group of individuals is guided by humanistic psychology, where every 
individual is regarded as unique unit, then the outcome of a placemaking is the 
human scale city with its own identity. If individuals, from other hand, guided 
by mass ideology, where meaning of mass society supersedes the individual as 
unique unit, the outcome of the placemaking is impersonal over-scale cities. 
The reference point for over-scale cities is the mass society or simply “mass”, 
something that tend to constant expansion. With the changing the point of 
reference cities lose their connection with individuals, which signifies not only 
the loss of human scale, but also identity of the city itself. 
 “Everybody thinks of changing the humanity, and no-
body thinks of changing himself.”
                                               
Leo Tolstoy. Three Methods 
Of Reform, 1900
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RECONSTRUCTION FROM INSIDE
How often we ask ourselves about personal identity or about identity of our cul-
ture, else about the identity of the physical surroundings, such as cities in which 
we are living? What makes cities as we see them nowadays? The answer we are. 
“Reconstruction from inside” is not a specific theory or strategy, this is a revival 
of that, what is naturally inherent to every individual - his authentic identity. 
As the rule, any theory or conception sooner or later exhaust themselves. The 
only thing that could be constant is individual. Individual is a reference point 
for everything that surrounds and influences us, whether any imperial ideology 
or simply a piece of architecture, everything exists according to the existence of 
individual. Otherwise the material world, including its psychological aspects, 
would have no meaning. For centuries, individual was subjected to different 
ideologies, that started and ended with him. If individual is a reference point 
of any ideology, then the endpoint of these ideologies is also individual. When 
ideology start to consider individual as an expendable material, its doomed to 
fail. As mentioned before most ideologies use the meaning of false identity to 
overshadow the individual’s consciousness and subject him to their will, thus 
turning the individual into expendable material. The falsification of identity 
enables ideology to develop itself over some time till the moment of the revival 
of individual authentic identity. When authentic identity of every individual is 
fully disclosed, every ideology comes to end. Once the individual reconstructs 
his authentic identity, he become beyond control of any ideology. Cities start 
to take their shapes according human scale. The meaning of the community is 
reviving. Individual become the keeper of the city. There comes a balance be-
tween individual, nature and city. 
“Reconstruction from inside” aims to revive cities, cultures, nations and iden-
tities by means of reconstructing the authentic identity of individual. It is not a 
solution, it is a gradual multi-layered process aimed at revelation of new mem-
ories and associations, constituting the material for subsequent interpretations. 
By means of awareness of the previous experience, reconstruction contributes 
to the achievement of new levels of self-understanding for every individual. 
Everything takes its origin in ourselves, therefor only inner reconstruction 
could change the world.   
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Wanderer above the Sea of Fog, 1819
Caspar David Friedrich
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WHAT WE CREATE - CREATES US
All our actions and thoughts in the result affect us. Creating the world, we cre-
ate ourselves. Even small insignificant detail that seems unserious can influ-
ence us dramatically. An intention of every individual has a great influence on 
the surrounding world. Moreover, the words we pronounce, the theories we 
propose, the thoughts and opinions we share with others can change their life 
significantly. Our world is a vicious circle. Firstly, we create something, then 
something in turn creates us; we give the energy, then we receive it.   
During ages individual have been subjected to the unconscious subordination 
of various ideologies. By means of false identity and free dependence, individ-
uals participated in wars, wiped up out entire races, colonized unexplored re-
gions, developed a technology, filled the masses, created cities, created different 
theories and treatises, killed each other and so on. All that had been done in the 
name of different ideologies, but not in the name of individual itself. We have 
created an ideal world for the benefit of ideology, which subsequently created 
us in form of ideal tools for this ideology. Today we are facing the fact that the 
“progress”, which we’ve achieved, starts to absorb ourselves. We can’t no longer 
be the hostages of the ideology and watch over the distraction of the world and 
ourselves. We are creators of our lives, only we are creating our world. 
The individual and his awareness is a key element of the alternative world. Only 
through awareness of the One is possible to change the world. The One can 
translate his philosophy to others, at the same time transforming the philoso-
phy of others, the philosophy of the mass. Thus, something new will flourish, 
and it’s flowering will influence this One, from which everything was started. It 
is an energy circle. In order to change something around we should start from 
changes inside us. 
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EPILOGUE
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Plaza Estrellada, 1916
Antoni Gaudi
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SAGRADA FAMILIA SUPER-BLOCK 
Reconstruction from inside
Barcelona, Spain
Sagrada Familia super-block presents oneself as one of the tool of reconstruc-
tion.The main aim of the proposal is to reconstruct the authentic way of life 
and to esteblish forfeited connections between individuals. Otherwise is to de-
fine a community of individuals in the urbanized desert. SF super-block is a 
peculiar architectural and at the same time social basement for living, which 
is formed by dint of four  layers : existing situation, Antoni Gaudi’s star, grid 
of micro-blocks and Leon  Krier’s revision of Cerda’s block. The combination 
of these layers will recreate a specific link between past and present, between 
original ideas and methods of rethinking. 
DEFENITION OF MICRO-BLOCK
Micro-block is the resized version of the Cerda’s regular block, it appears as a 
mention about the scale of individual in the mass ideology. Establishment of 
the new grid of micro-blocks inside SF super-block will increase the density of 
urban pattern and  subsequently will combine local residents, thereby forming 
stronger community “to defend the temple”. The adequate relationship betwee 
the size of micro-block and human scale will recreate the intimacy and famil-
iarity of the SF super-block. 
Another literal function of the micro grid is to divide the flows of the tour-
ists. The central void of the typical regular block will become a part of the city 
space in form of streets-squares-public gardens. New space will enable to create 
a confrontation between locals and tourists. By means of confrontation both 
sides will find the common understanding, thus the conflict between locals and 
tourist will disappear  in natural way.
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ANTONI GAUDI STAR
One cannot deny that the authentic ideas don’t always find their place in the 
material world. Under the pressure of the pretended reality some of them still 
remain on the shelf, waiting for their time to start acting. In fact the original 
proposal of Antoni Gaudi was destroyed under the impact of urbanization. 
Now, after one hundred years, we are trying to revive what was lost - our au-
thenticity. The reconstruction of the Gaudi’s idea is a key element to revive not 
only the identity of Sagrada Familia, but also the identity of local residents and 
the whole Barcelona.
LEON KRIER REVISION
The main aim of the Krier’s revision of  Eixample block was  to recreate the den-
sity similar to the historical center of Barcelona, otherwise is to reconstruct the 
scale of  the preindustrial city. He proposed to divided the typical block into 16 
parts with its own small square. The theory of micro-block and Krier’s revision 
complement each other, by means of similar background. Krier’s revision acts 
as a supporting element for micro-grid inside SF super-block. 
MICRO-BLOCKS AS A REFLECTION OF SAGRADA FAMILIA 
Construction of the Sagrada Familia is one of the longest building processes in 
the world. During many years each architect adds his own vision by introduc-
tion of new materials, ideologies and technologies. Nowadays it is a mixture 
of old and new, mixture of materials and visions, techniques and technologies, 
also mixture of  ugliness and beauty. According to SF super-block proposal we 
can easily mention that the new grid of micro-blocks, which surrounds the 
temple, becomes the reflection of it. The system of micro-blocks turns into mix-
ture of different epochs, with introduction of new parts and preservation of the 
existing parts, materials and thoughts. Building material remains after demol-
ishing of some existing buildings, are used as recycled materials to complete 
new parts of micro-blocks. 
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Revision of Cerda block, 1976
Leon Krier
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TOLERANCE PAVILION
Moscow, Russia
We are all one. We are all connected with each other by invisible threads. Nev-
ertheless each of us has his own story, his own inner life and recognition of the 
outside world. 
The idea of unity is reflected in the presented pavilion of tolerance, in which 
every cell symbolizes the unit of personal gospels and beliefs, perceptions of 
outside world. The system of such units is human unity. The system of cells 
forms the pavilion. 
Curtains play the main role in the pavilion’s scenario. Light, almost impercepti-
ble, transparent, flowing in the breeze they express invisible threads, wrapping 
and linking all people in the world. Feelings of lightness, purity, freedom (inte-
gral features of tolerance) are created by thin fabric, light and shades. Curtains 
are chosen also as a flexible partition between cells. Thus they don’t dictate 
the rules, they permit people to decide themselves, how to act in the pavilion. 
Everybody has a choice : to open himself up to the world or to close from it. 
Nevertheless the one can understand and perceive another only by opening his 
own private world to the world outside.
As architects, we are tolerant to the people’s choice. Therefore the possibility to 
choose the area, size,  shape, even location of the cell is created in the pavilion 
by means of curtains. Besides there are no program in the pavilion. Absence of 
the program is our intentional action, our choice. Program is always something 
strict and binding. Program is not about the tolerance, it is about intolerance. 
We, vice versa, offer visitors and organizers clear and deliberate choice to create 
their own space in the way they want.
Evident melancholy of the pavilion inside is  created also deliberately. Now this 
place enable to feel  the present moment, remember the past and think about 
the future. Slight sadness presented in the pavilion reminds of all negative as-
pects of intolerance. At the same time there is no feeling of heaviness thanks to 
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light fabric and its white colour. White, as a spectrum of all colours, contain ev-
erything in itself. White at the same time, as a neutral colour, reflects nothing, 
reflects calm and silence. 
One of the main elements of every architectural form is its construction. How-
ever in this project construction is made to be almost imperceptible. Structure 
of the pavilion itself is presented by the unobtrusive system of thin steel col-
umns bearing steel grid, which in turn bears the structure of the curtains. There 
are no roof in the pavilion. The sky itself is the best roof in the world.
 Very important aspect is  location of the project. Its position intensifies the 
impression and comprehension of its meaning. The pavilion is located on the 
crossroad of the politics, religion, commerce and history - things, managing the 
world and presenting the reasons of the wars, enmity, hatred and intolerance at 
all times. The pavilion of tolerance represents a virgin place, situated in the very 
epicenter of all human vices. 
The pavilion is a proposed square of tolerance  inside the intolerant  square. It 
symbolizes an oasis in the dessert, a place of clarification of the mind. We, peo-
ple, often become blind; forget our common origin, similarity, forget our true 
destination and purpose; hate, hurt and kill others...  Yes, we all have a choice. 
And we provide this choice in our project, too. But the atmosphere created 
there should remind about the consequences and responsibility of each per-
son; should dispose to understanding; should lead through the darkness of the 
world to the light.
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PIAZZA CARLO ALBERTO MARKET
Catania, Sicily
The city of Catania represents the city of layers. Here the layers of different periods 
and epochs, pages of history overlap each other. Such a lamination also appears on 
the market square Piazza Carlo Alberto di Savoia in Catania. During the daytime 
square plays a role of the market square; later it converts into a city dump because 
of the great amount of waste and garbage left here; during the late evening and 
night the square represents an empty space where nothing happens, if only a park-
ing of the cars.  
For the long time, the market remains almost without change. During this time, it 
acquired its own unique identity. Every seller established his own fixed and unique 
spot, which can easily characterize his own individuality.   
The main aim of the project is to save the identity of the market square and each in-
dividual seller spot, by means of integrating only one element that will serve as new 
layer, interweaved into the market canvas, according to the scheme of the selling 
spots. Designed streetlight (LBST: L-lamp, B-bar, S-seat, T-trashcan) proposes four 
layers of functions in accordance with the time of day and function of the market. 
During the daytime LBST serves as a seat and separating element, which helps to 
organize the market and let the market performs differently. Later it serves as a 
trashcan for collecting garbage and waste. During the late evening and nighttime 
LBST performs as lighting and symbolic bar counter, besides that the repetition of 
the LBST creates a new lighting layer of the square, which proposes the new plat-
form for actions during the night.
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Fontana dell’Elefante, Piazza Duoma
Catania, Sicily
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